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Festival of
Place

On the weekend of 18-20
November we saw a series of events
focused on developing Aro Valley’s
common spaces. This built on
our month long residency in Aro
Valley: interviewing people who
used the common spaces and had
a strong connection with its past
work.
The programme was led by Anne
Cunningham and Cally O’Neill
– both of whom are participatory
place-makers with a taste for the
creative and a belief that a careful
combination of curry and beer makes
you brain work.
We kicked off The Festival of Place
with a Friday evening event to
celebrate our spirit and identity – and
that of our neighbours, Vogelmorn.
Together we hosted an evening, with
Barbarian Productions, of quick fire
presentations that explored Berlin’s
artist squats, Aro’s persistence and
determination, Loomio’s wizardry
in bringing people together and
many more. This was followed by an
opportunity for a wee beer and lots
of excited chat about the ideas raised
– judging by the difficulty getting
people to leave this went very well!
It was made even more special by the
School of Philosophy opening the
doors for us to host the event there.
Many people had not been inside
and it is an incredibly beautiful and
stately space - thank you to them and to Barbarian and our presenters.
On Saturday we made ourselves at
home in the Aro Valley Preschool.
Our aim was to meet a wide range

of people and hear their stories and
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Sunday was the final day
in this series. We opened
a Conversation Café in
the Community Centre.
Our two main activities
were shared café tables
where you could drop in,
surrounded by Aro Valley
bunting and sit alongside
friends – both those you
brought and those we
introduced you to that
day. Together people
discussed key questions.
These had been distilled
from the prior activities.
You recorded your comments on the
paper table cloths for all to respond
and add to. We also hosted a ‘Hard
Hat area for Hard Issues’. Many Aro
Valley residents donned a hard hat
to talk about the risks involved in
this project. Thank you to those who
willingly accepted our hospitality,
especially those who popped in
unplanned on the way from the
market. And a big thank you to the
Aro Valley Community Council &
Teresa from WCC for being kitchen

Letter to the Editor

Bakehouse
Why was there not a General Meeting
called, once the Bakehouse demolition
injunction (halting demolition) had
been lodged, to discuss the court action,
with us, the members? It is our money,
and our community. The court action
lost, and it cost us nearly $20k in costs,
the local property owners a similar
amount, and WCC (ratepayer money)
an unknown amount, for an action
where, quoting the judgment, “There is
not a seriously arguable case”. Do the
committee members realise, if it were
ever found that they failed to consult
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Finally: the hard work
was done by you – thank
you to the 100s of people
who came, considered
and recorded ideas. The
highlight for us was the
new friendships made
and old ones affirmed as
together you spoke about
Aro Valley’s future.

demons – making coffee, tea, pouring
beer, serving curry and generally
ensuring everyone felt welcomed.
We’d also like to say a special
thank you to local artists: Pie
in the Sky. Together this duo of
maverick humour and local wisdom
encouraged people into the buildings
with their participatory performance
pieces: ‘Make Aro Grate Again’ and
‘Aro Holidays’.

their membership adequately, they may
all be personally liable for any losses?
Our constitution says the committee hold
power “between General Meetings”.
Successive Co-Chairs have been
interpreting that as “at all times”, and
restricting discussion at GMs to preapproved topics only. Transparency,
accountability, inclusion, please! Let’s
have robust, open discussions at our
GMs. Celebrate diversity.
Martin Wilson

Located at 48 Aro Street in the heart of Aro
Valley, we cater for children aged 2 to 5 years,
Monday to Friday 8.30am to 2.30pm.
Open from the last week in January through to
the end of Term 4 in December. FREE early
childhood education for 3 and 4 year olds for
up to 20 hours per week.

We have places available now!
A community playgroup also operates on
Tuesdays from 3.30pm to 5.00pm
Email: info@arovalleypreschool.nz

The next step is to work
with AVCC to reach
deeper into Aro Valley
and connect with a wide
range of people in your
community. If you are interested
in volunteering during this phase
please get in touch with Sarah
at developer@arovalley.org.nz
at AVCC. This will continue the
divergent, exploratory phase of these
events. From there we will work
from you to generate a design brief.
Anne Cunningham

Response from the AVCC Co-chairs:
This letter relates to events in 2014/2015.
The topic of legal action related to the
bakehouse was extensively canvassed
by you and other members of the
community at the 2015 AGM and the
discussion is summarised in the minutes
of that AGM which are available on
the website. You also received a letter
earlier this year setting out a response
to your questions about the role of the
Committee, based on legal advice sought
in response to your questions.

Personalised guitar
tuition available for
youth aged 5-15
- Patient teacher who wants you
to love music
- Fun and individualized lessons
- Covering wide range of genres
- Wide range of skills including
music reading and theory
- Experienced and friendly tutor
with 3 years experience in
teaching
- Tuition to be held at Aro Valley
Community Hall
Email or call Chris for more info
christopherhunt.tuition
@gmail.com

02102776949
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Welcome to the
new community
developer for
AVCC
Kia ora koutou Aro Valley.
Since our new baby is due at
Christmas time, I’ll be taking
leave from my role of Community
Developer at AVCC for the next 12
months. The community council
has organised cover and we’re very
lucky to be welcoming Sarah Child
to our awesome village and spirited
community as of 1st December.

I’ve absolutely loved this job for
the last 18 months and have done
my best to create opportunities
for our community to build on its
connections and sense of place.
Highlights for me have included
Christmas in the Park, the great Aro
Fair, the Hāngi, Plastic Free July,
many school holiday programmes
and supporting the site development
project. I want to thank everyone
who has helped out, the wonderful
Aro Valleyites and dedicated
community organisations I’ve met
with, and of course the Community
Council for being so committed to
the cause and great employers.
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I wish you all a fabulous holiday
season and 2017!
Lexi Taylor

Sarah Child - New AVCC Community Developer
Extensive travels, work, and
a passion for the environment
brought Sarah back to Melbourne to
complete a Masters of International
Development. She has volunteered
extensively and worked with the Port
Phillip EcoCentre and local schools
and council programs.
Sarah’s passion for conservation,
waste and climate change education
is a driving force in her work and
daily life. Plastics, nurdles and
consumer convenience are her focus
for change.
Sarah’s qualifications in psychology
and primary teaching have led her

to explore the power of educating
children on larger issues in their
immediate world. She has worked
with St Louis de Montforts Primary
to create a unit teaching the
importance of local biodiversity as
part of her Masters research.

Sarah has taught in rural Victoria
and Melbourne, co-ordinating the
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
and ResourceSmart Program at
Tambo Upper Primary school.
Through all of this experience
Sarah has gained a deep respect for
community and community based
programs to empower people in their

local area and create a sense of
belonging.
Sarah can be found fueling her
addiction of running and walking,
shopping for bulk food, attempting
to create her own toiletries, and
enjoying live music.
Sarah is excited to be able to bring
this enthusiasm and knowledge to a
new city and country and immerse
herself in a local Wellington
community. She looks forward
to meeting and chatting with
everyone.
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Aro Valley Restoration Projects
Polhill Protectors

‘Polhill’ is 70ha of scruffy
regenerating gullies bordered by the
suburbs of Brooklyn, Highbury and
Aro Valley. Something extraordinary
is happening there: for the first time
in a century rare birds like kākā and
tīeke (saddleback) are living together
with people. The return of Aotearoa’s
avian originals into this sweet slice
of the Town Belt and down into the
valley is courtesy of spillover from
Zealandia Ecosanctuary (ka pai).
Two years ago Polhill hosted the first
tīeke to successfully breed in the
wild on the mainland (outside of a
fenced sanctuary) in over a century.
The trailblazing whanau made
headlines and provided an alternative
conservation narrative to loss and
extinction.
These manu taonga are not in a
zoo or exiled on an island, but in
your backyard, five minutes from
downtown Wellington inhabiting one
of Wellington City Council’s most
popular parks.
Polhill’s protectors are the patrons
of the reserve who are laying out

the welcome mat for the spillover
birds (and other native wildife): by
trapping introduced predators (rats
and mustelids) and engaging in bush
restoration efforts.
We’re a diverse group – ramblers,
runners, mountain bikers, students,
kids, families, commuters, twitchers,
dog-walkers and day-trippers – of
over 40 trappers (with 450 members
of the Facebook group). The
group is supported by Wellington
City Council, Department of
Conservation, Zealandia, SPCA,
Victoria and Massey Universities,
and local businesses like Garage
Project, Goodnature and Fix and
Fogg. We’ve also teamed up with

other Polhill groups, like Brooklyn
Trail Builders (planting native trees)
and Wellington Runners’ Meet
(checking traps while running trails).
We promote the kaupapa of “being
neighbourly with our natives”, e.g.
Aro artist Stephen Templer-designed
‘Take the Lead’ dog bandanas. We
reckon the possibility of Polhill is
that people, pets and native wildlife
can get on peaceably. Our longterm goal is to bring our namesake
– kiwi – back to Wellington’s wild
backyard.
Paul Stanley Ward

If you would like to contribute mahi to looking after Polhill’s birds’n’bush,

email info@polhill.org.nz or sign up to the Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/Polhill/
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Art and stream restoration come together at Central Park
in 2015 was a very successful
combined artwork by four local
primary schools, including Te Aro
Primary School, “Max says. “Gabby
worked with the children in a series
of workshops and helped bring it
altogether into a piece the children
and their families were very proud of.
We’re delighted that will be repeated
in 2017.”
Shona McCahon
Just round the corner from Aro Valley
is Central Park, 13 hectares of the
Wellington Town Belt and one of the
city’s hidden gems.
Since 2005, the Upstream Friends
of Central Park have been helping
to care for the park, focusing on
restoring the Moturua Stream
environment and amenity projects
such as planting spring bulbs and
building the popular ‘Jetty’ stream
access.
The group was formed after the
Wellington City Council responded
to community concerns that the park
was neglected and under-used. A
park restoration plan was done in
2007 and the Upstream group has
been helping to implement it ever
since – keen to encourage people to
visit and enjoy the park, with its mix
of historic formal gardens, deciduous
woodland, (excellent) playground

and regenerating forest.
The Upstream Art Trail, a four-day
temporary exhibition for emerging
artists, has been the group’s most
ambitious undertaking so far.
“To our amazement, we won the
visual arts section of the 2015 Fringe
Festival on our first attempt so,
buoyed by our success,
we’re now planning the
second,” says Max Kerr
who is co-ordinating the
Upstream Art Trail 2017.
Fifteen artists will
be exhibiting a very
interesting range of work
on the theme of ‘Structure’
and well-known artist
Gabby O’Connor will again
be curating the exhibition.
“One of the highlights

Facts:
Upstream Art Trail:
March 2nd -5th 2017
Working bees: last Sunday of the
month, February to November
See http://upstream.org.nz/
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Go native in Aro Valley - Tanera Gully!
Lots of activity in the Epuni St/
Tanera Gully this Spring! Numerous,
well-attended Sunday afternoon
working parties have seen significant
weed and rubbish clearing and
most of our allocation of plants for
2016 planted out – many northern
rata, titoki, kotukutuku, kohekohe,
various hebe species, maire and
kahikatea now have a chance to reestablish themselves, in the Gully.
Various sedges and vines have
also added to the Gully’s growing
biodiversity. Our trappers (thanks
Emma, Kerry, Dave , Dan and
Sonny!) have taken out a steady
number of mice and rats, while our
motion-triggered camera shows
that cats are, alas, regular Gully
visitors. A bottle of champagne

awaits the first trapper to take out
a mustelid. This summer will see
continued weed clearing, including
in the area above the community
compost bins, in preparation for
autumn 2017’s planting out. We
should record our appreciation of Ed
& Dave of Conservation Volunteers’
efforts: several of their teams have
undertaken a lot of weeding and
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some planting out, in the Gully.
Wellington City Council has
continued to provide invaluable
direct and indirect assistance and
support: thank you Myfanwy,
Bernard, Rachel and the rest of an
excellent team! Group membership
has grown courtesy of our “Watch
the Valley Grow” posters (a big
thanks to Emily, Darcy and JeanClaude). Plans are underway to host
a celebratory, end of year b.b.q. at
2pm on 11 December.
On a separate but related note, a
group is forming to trap all predators
in the Aro Valley: kiwi back in Aro
Valley? Why not!
Denis Asher

Volunteering in the Gully
I’m 21 and have recently finished
my Bachelor of Science degree at
Victoria University. I have always
been interested in the environment,
consequently gained a love for the
great outdoors and all that inhabits it
- furry and photosynthetic alike. Dad
taught me how to grow flowers and
plants as a child, as well as how to
weed. I would spend hours gardening
with him, watching our hard work
pay off as the plants thrived.
I have been looking for a practical
application of these skills, combined
with the knowledge I gained about
our native plants and birds from my
uni classes - and what better way to
do this by being a helping hand to a
fantastic restoration project. Denis

has introduced me to the valley
and all the hard work that himself
and the rest of the volunteers have
accomplished. I have been doing a
bit of weeding, as well as planting
some natives in the valley and near
the entrance. It’s rewarding seeing
the instant results, as well as the
satisfaction of knowing the trees that
have been planted will continue to
grow and be enjoyed by people in
the future. When it has matured, the
valley will provide habitat for our
native wildlife to recolonise. I’m
enjoying being a part of this project.
Anna Greenfield

This great team of Conservation
Volunteers cleared a big stand of
wilding wattle the other day, in
Tanera Gully, just below the old
bowling greens. We’ll be able to
plant out on that site in a year’s
time. They later weeded some of
the 1000+ plus original species that
were planted out earlier this year.
This is at least the third helping
effort by teams of Conservation
Volunteers - much appreciated!
Denis Asher
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Message from the AVCC Chairs
Kia ora,
I hope everyone is feeling steadier and
more settled following the earthquakes
and wild weather in November. Our
thoughts go out to all our whānau in
Kaikoura and the surrounding areas
whose lives have been significantly
altered. Many of you will be dealing with
disruptions in your work places or in
other areas of your lives. If you’re feeling
unsettled and in need of support, please
contact the earthquake support line on
0800 777 846. If nothing else, it was a
good wake up to get all the emergency
supplies in shape. Please get in touch if
you feel unable to support yourselves or
your family in an emergency.
Thanks to Lexi and Luke for opening
up the community centre for those
needing a cup of tea and a chat, and to the
volunteers who helped make the soup. It
was great to check in with people and to
see that community support in action.
Community Consultation on
Facilities Upgrade
The WCC has earmarked $1.2 million
dollars for an upgrade of our buildings
and facilities, the money is to be spent
over 3 years and in 3 phases. This first
phase involves consulting with the
community about our values and our
needs and reflecting these concepts
into a design. The budget provided for
the employment of two community
facilitators - Cally O’Neil and Anne
Cunningham who are designing and
facilitating this consultation phase.
The community consultation started with
a Festival of Place over the weekend 1820 November. Thanks to everyone who
came along. Between now and Christmas
we hope to speak to more of you through
face to face interviews and online through
Loomio - an easy to use online tool for
group decision-making. There will be a
community decision-making workshop
in the New Year (date tbc - watch this
space). We will keep you updated on this
but please get in touch if you want further
information or want to get involved.
The community consultation will result
in a design brief for the site, The design
brief should be ready around March
2017. The AVCC and the WCC are
employing an architect who will work
alongside the community to finalise the
design. This should be done by around
May 2017. Construction is expected to
commence in the second half of 2018.
A number of suggestions came out of
the Festival of Place - many of them
don’t need to wait for an upgrade to be
implemented. If you have an idea or just

want to get involved please get in touch.
It would be great to make connections
and support any projects that need some
nurturing to get off the ground. Sarah
and Krissy can assist with marketing/hall
hire/logistics planning and contacts.
Lexi on Parental Leave
We temporarily farewell our fabulous
community developer Lexi Taylor on
November 30th. Lexi is going on parental
leave for 1 year. We wish you all the best
for baby number four Lexi, and look
forward to meeting him or her around
Christmas time.
The AVCC employment subcommittee
has appointed Sarah Child to fill Lexi’s
role whilst she is on leave, Sarah will be
starting with us at the end of November.
Christmas Tree Sales
December brings our Christmas Tree
Fundraiser which is our main fundraising
event for the year. Each year the AVCC
works together with Te Aro School
and the Aro Valley Preschool to sell
Christmas Trees in the three weeks
leading up to Christmas. The profit is
then shared between the three groups.
The trees are sold from the Aro Valley
Community Hall, 48 Aro Street. This year
sales run from Thursday 1st December to
Friday 23rd December.
We have a roster system for volunteers
to help sell the trees. It is an easy, fun
and social way to contribute to the
community. There are clear instructions
of what you need to do plus the
coordinator or an experienced adult will
also be there to answer any questions.
Children are welcome.
Hours of operation are week days after
school, 3.15pm - 6:15pm, Saturday and
Sunday 9:30am - 6:15pm. Please get in
touch to volunteer!
Thank you to everybody that has given of
their time and energy to the community
in any way shape or form this year.
A connected community is a resilient
community so your efforts are truly
appreciated and welcomed.
Have a wonderful and safe summer
everyone.
Ngā mihi nui
Hilary Unwin (Co-chair)
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AVCC Events
Aro Valley Fair – Saturday 11 March
(Rain Date Sunday 12 March)
The date has been decided, stall bookings
are open and some serious training has
begun for the Arolympics.
If you are interested in booking a stall,
being part of the entertainment or
volunteering at the fair please contact
Krissy and Sarah at community@
arovalley.org.nz or visit our website
www.arovalley.org.nz
Mural Celebration
Sean Duffels mural is complete and
Stephen Templer is in the process of
painting his now. To celebrate the new
murals we are having a mural party
on Friday 16 December from 6.00pm.
Everyone is welcome.
Aro Valley Community Centre
The hall and offices will be closed from
Saturday 24 December – Monday 9
December.
Room at the Inn
Once again this year Aro Valley
Community Centre is supporting Room
at the Inn and the great work they do
over Christmas. Room at the Inn will be
providing a Christmas lunch for anyone
who would like one. If you would like
to come on the day, order a meal to be
delivered or volunteer for this event call
their answer service on: 499 3240.
New AfroBrazilian Dance Class at
Aro Valley
AfroBrazilian dancing is starting up
again in Aro Valley on Sundays 11.30am
– 1.00pm from Sunday 04 December.
If you are interested in attending the
workshops contact Yovana on: yovana.
lienqueo.m@gmail.com
Aro Valley School Holiday Programme
Haere mai - come and enjoy the Aro
Valley School Holiday Programme
at the Aro Valley Community Centre
this summer. The programme will run
Monday 16 Jan – Wed 1 Feb (excluding
Wellington Anniversary Day). AVCC
offers a quality, affordable, fun,
community-run programme for kids to
enjoy.
The cost of the programme is $30 per
day or $35 on a trip day and OSCAR
subsidies are available. For enrolment
information contact us 04 384 8499 or
developer@arovalley.org.nz.
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Announcement from VUW in regard to
Aro Street Properties - full story
VUW letter marks the end of Polhill
Gully ambitions
Incredible though it will seem to
21st-century students and Valley
residents, Victoria University once
had ambitions to inflict massive
earthworks in an important heritage
area of the Aro Valley, in order to
create sports fields by filling in
Polhill Gully above Holloway Rd.
The news of this development
proposal came in 1983, just as Aro
Valley residents were fighting for
what is now Aro Park, the centre
of our community. Dismayed by
the double whammy – not only
had the City Council at that time
apparently reneged on its promise
to create community open space in
the old asphalt schoolyard known
as Matauranga but the University,
already dominating the skyline to the
north of the Valley, was planning a
huge carve up of Town Belt space to
the south.
Key to this, of course, was a buy-up
of properties around the proposed
development, in upper Aro St and
Holloway Rd.
Fast forward several decades and the
University no longer sees it as part
of its core mission to develop sports
fields on properties some distance
from the Kelburn campus. Hence this
message recently received in answer
to an enquiry by resident Russell
Taylor:

Subject: Victoria University’s Aro
Valley Properties
Date: Thu, 03 Nov 2016 23:14:13
+0000
Dear Russell
I am writing to advise you that
the Victoria University
Council decided at its October
meeting to declare a number
of properties in Aro Street
and Holloway Road surplus to
requirements.
The decision follows a
comprehensive review of the
options for redeveloping or finding
new uses for the properties.
This review was carried out with
Victoria’s primary mission in
mind, which is to provide highquality, cost-effective tertiary
education to its students on
behalf of the community.
The properties declared surplus to
requirements are:
* 225 Aro Street
* 227 Aro Street
* 229 Aro Street
* 1 Holloway Road
* 1a Holloway Road
The University is now required to
follow legal processes, including
obligations under the Public Works
Act 1981, before it can dispose of
the properties. This is expected
to take up to 18 months.
Yours Sincerely
Erin Shillington BAS, MArch (Prof)
Asset Management Analyst

The building at 225 Aro St, once the
Methodist Hall, was latterly used as
rehearsal and storage space by the
VUW drama department.
Because of the interest by some
community members and the limited
availability of VUW representatives
after Christmas, an AVCC general

meeting to discuss the proposed
property disposal has been called.
The date will be announced early
in the new year. This notice will be
posted on the website when the date
is confirmed.
http://www.arovalley.org.nz/ .
Brent Efford
Photos:
Below Left - Mid 1950s: the hall
at 225 Aro St is still used by the
Methodist Church. Fiducia tram 234
departs from the Aro St terminus for
the Railway Station. The tram service
ceased in 1957.

Photo: Graham Stewart, from the NZ
Railway and Locomotive Society Archive.

Below Right - 2016: a trolleybus –
itself on borrowed time as electric
bus services head for the scrapheap
in 2017 – on the same run. The hall
is now owned by Victoria University
but it is little changed from its 1950s
appearance. Likewise, the other
houses remaining in the immediate
area.
The two cottages to the west of the
hall have gone, the sections now used
for a temporary community garden.
The three properties, and two more
in Holloway Rd, may be up for sale
in 2018. The Aro Valley Community
Council will be keen to see that any
building development on the land is
in keeping with the heritage character
of the area.
Photo: Brent Efford, 10/10/16
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Aro Valley Christmas Tree
fundraiser is in its 40th year!
We are the last remaining
group to sell trees as a
fundraising activity, with the
proceeds going to Aro Valley
Preschool, Te Aro School and
the Aro Valley Community
Council who allocate their
share of the monies raised to
the Aro Valley school holiday
programme.
Our sales dates are 01 December to
23 December, between 3.30pm and
6pm Monday to Friday and 10am
and 6pm Saturday and Sundays. We
have a variety of tree sizes and shapes
- and will spend as much time as
you need to help you find the perfect
Christmas tree. We have 40 years of
tips and advice on how to best care
for your tree.
We have developed a relationship
with Real Xmas Trees to supply most
of our trees, which are grown on the
Kapiti Coast, Fielding and Wairarapa
regions. The trees are grown over
two years and maintained throughout
their lives with the purpose of
bringing you joy at Christmas. They
aren’t branches but perfectly formed
trees.
Every year we have over a hundred
volunteers from Aro Valley (and
surrounding areas) come and join the
fun in selling trees. This year is no
exception and we are always happy
to accept help during the week or
weekends. Drop us an email if you
would like to volunteer to help with
this awesome community fundraiser
during the sales period 1 December
to 23 December arovalleyxmastrees@gmail.com
Keep an eye on our Facebook page
for updates on delivery of fresh trees
and daily online sales: Aro Valley
Xmas Trees.
We look forward to seeing you this
year at 48 Aro St, behind the Aro
Valley hall!

community
fundraising since 1976
arovalleyxmastrees@gmail.com
facebook.com/arovalleyxmastrees

1st - 23rd DECEMBER
Monday - Friday 3:30pm - 6pm
Saturday & Sunday 10am - 6pm
Behind Aro Park, 48 Aro Street
All proceeds to Te Aro School, Aro Valley Preschool
and the Aro Valley Community Centre
Valley Voice production: this issue of
Valley Voice has been produced by a new
production collective of the Community
Co-ordinator (Krissy Cloutman), Brent
Efford and Dan Brown. Responsibilities
will be:

The Valley Voice will be published bimonthly from February 2017. The email
address aro.voice@gmail.com will be used
by all parties and is the address to send all
community notices and other contributions to.

Krissy: originate community centre news;
hall user information etc.; obtain (and
invoice) advertising; receive printed copies;
manage distribution and digital publication.

Village notes: The Wednesday – Saturday
evening opening of our Italian-themed Aro
Café offers a new choice for Aro Valley
nightlife – see the advertisement on our back
page.

Brent – ‘Editor’: remind potential
contributors of forthcoming issues; gather,
edit and collate text contributions; obtain
or take photographs and other graphics;
write such editorial content as may be
necessary; create display advertisements if
required; manage the production cycle and
co-ordinate with Dan as required.
Dan – ‘Publisher’: lay out material
provided by Brent; circulate for
proofreading and approval; finalise PDF
file and send for printing.

An art pop-up – the Visual Culture gallery
– has opened in the old Haya café premises,
89 Aro St. Caryl McKirdy will be displaying
and selling a selection of paintings, pottery
and other objects Wednesday - Friday
1-6pm and Saturdays 11am-4 pm. Only until
February though, when the premises will
revert to a café role under the new owners.
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Aro Video Shizzle
With two new releases on the shelf
of Aro Video containing the late,
great actor, Anton Yelchin. I’ve
decided to dedicate this edition of
the Shizzle to him.
The Green Room
This Film was highly rated by
acclaimed, cult director, Quentin
Tarantino stating it as “The most
sensational out-of-the-blue film
I’ve seen.” And boy was he far
from wrong. This survival Thriller
about an ‘out of their luck’ punk
band that gets their last shot at a
back water pub run by neo Nazis
is a well written, cleverly cast and
subtly funny. Superb performances
by Anton Yelchin, Imogen Poots and
a very calm, but frightening Patrick
Stewart is so intense it will leave you
with white knuckles
Rating - 100%

Star Trek: Beyond
This is the third instalment of the
reboot for the Star Trek franchise
and is just as fun as the previous
instalments. With amazing character
interactions and stunning special
effects. This film is likely to not
disappoint any fan of the sci/fi
adventure genre. Once again Anton
Yelchin was fun to watch especially
with his very believable Russian
accent.
Rating – 85%

Leon McKenzie - (10 March 1924 - 3 July 2016)
Arlington Street and had two boys, Keith
and Wayne.
The McKenzie’s home was acquired
and demolished by the City Council for
the original Arlington apartments. Marj
passed away before the family moved
into the Palmer Street home in December
1969.

Local personality Leon McKenzie passed
away in July this year at the age of 92,
having occupied the little cottage at 45
Palmer Street since 1969.
Leon was born in Te Aroha and grew
up in Waihi, one of seven children, and
the mirror twin of his brother Noel (also
deceased).
He was conscripted into the air force in
World War II, but transferred to the army,
seeing duty in Europe and as part of the
occupational force in Japan after the war.
On his return to New Zealand Leon
trained as a painter and decorator,
moving to Wellington, where he met
his wife Marjory. They settled down in

Following his retirement in 1984, Leon
remained involved in the Aro Valley
community, helping out at the Citizen’s
Advice Bureau or sweeping up pine
needles outside the bunker during
Christmas tree sales.
He always loved his garden. “Any
woman who came around always left
with one of his prize roses,” said his son,
Keith.
A thigh injury kept Leon closer to home
in his later years, where he enjoyed the
company of friends, neighbours and
caregivers.
As his health deteriorated he required
many stays in both Wellington and
Kenepuru hospitals, but Leon was
determined to remain in his own home.
He quietly passed away, in his living
room chair, having a cup of tea on the
morning of 3 July.
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5 other films with great
performances by Mr Yelchin
1 The Beaver – 2011 comedy drama
about a father who uses a Beaver hand
puppet to get through depression
2 Only Lovers Left Alive – 2013
comedy horror romance about immortal
love.
3 Rudderless – 2014 drama about a
father who notices his deceased son’s
music.
4 Charlie Bartlett – 2007 indie comedy
about a teenage boy who becomes the
school’s psychiatrist.
5. From Up on Poppy Hill – 2011
Studio Ghibli film about a group of kids
who must save their clubhouse from
sight developers.
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Wellington City Council
maintenance work over summer
From the 22 December 2016 through to
24 January 2017 the City Council will be
carrying out some major maintenance work
on the preschool and the community centre
office buildings and the playground. This
will mean that the community will not have
access to these buildings or the playground
for parts of the summer break. The hall
building is not included in this work. The
work will however, include maintenance of
storm water drains in the playground and also
in the area in front of the community centre
and beside the hall. Signs will be placed on
the playground gate during periods of closure.
The City Council will endeavour to ensure
that there will continue to be a right of way
through the main park, i.e. between Aro Street
and Palmer Street. We ask that people take
care when passing through the area during
this period and that bikes slow down.
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Aro Valley Community Centre Murals
Many Aro residents would’ve noticed
over the past year that the walls
of the basketball court had slowly
changed into an organic free for
all for local graffiti artists. The Aro
Valley Community Co-ordinator
Krissy Cloutman put the word out
to local artists to produce a mural
design for both the long basketball
court wall and the large back wall.
Long time Aro Valley local, Stephen
Templer, was selected to generate a
design for the huge back wall using
his own distinctive illustration style
alongside the ideas of the kids from
the local school. Stephen has just
started painting his wall and plans to

be a week or so producing the mural.
I was also chosen to design something
and having lived here for the first 3
years of my time here in Wellington,
I decided to portray a contemporary
snapshot of Aro Valley and all that
makes Aro Valley home to so many. I
collaborated with some of the talented
youth from the Wellington Boys
and Girls Institute and we planned
a colourful, mashup styled piece,
concentrating on detail and depth to
give the wall a hefty amount of work
to look at. By dividing the wall into
sections and allocating themes and
elements from Aro into each, we then
blended them together with colourful

patterns or overlays of imagery to
add some movement and interest.
Typographer and sign painter Kelly
Spencer kindly allowed me to use
some of her type for the anchoring
A, R and O spread throughout the
wall and these letters bring the wall
together with something you can read
from a distance. Throughout one of
the bizzarest of weeks - earthquakes,
floods, Trump and super moons - I
painted the wall with the help of
a couple of awesomely dedicated
helpers and we managed to finish this
in just 4 and a half days.
Sean Duffell

Kapa Haka group competes at regional competition.
Te Aro School’s Kapa Haka group
has made a great deal of progress
this year. We have attended and
competed in the regional kapa kaka
competition at the end of October
and we have fundraised for new kapa
haka costumes.
In preparation for the regionals
we had rigorous training sessions
each week at school. In addition
to weekly our Thursday afternoon
sessions we also had two weekend
noho (school sleep overs). The noho
gave everyone the opportunity to
practise for a longer period of time.
The most enjoyable element of the
Noho was the end of the day when
people could relax, eat and watch a
movie. One of the most challenging
elements of the noho was that we had
to manage getting enough sleep. Not
going enough sleep greatly affected
how wellwe could practise the next
morning!
Last year there was a competition for
designing the best and most creative
design for our kapa haka uniform.
The prize was to go to a cafe for

afternoon tea with Sue the principal.
A collection of designs were picked
for consideration on being chosen
for the new uniforms. In 2016 one of
the designs created by Emily Groen
was chosen to become the hapa haka
uniforms new design. Emily said she
used “a blend of different colors and
shapes that consider deeper meanings
and other cultures” for her three
layers of koru.
Although we were only awared
a participation certificate in the
regionals we have accomplished
a lot in one year - learning the poi
to learning the patu. Attending

the competition also gave us the
opportunity to watch other school
perform who were experienced
than us. From each of the groups
we watched we learnt so much
about kapa haka and what we as a
group could work on in developing
our own performance skills. I look
forward to the day when Te Aro can
win an award.
Reported by:
Emily Groen,
Year 8 student at Te Aro School
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RITORNO AL NERO

Aro Café Open for Dinner
Wednesday - Saturday
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